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COURSE DESCRIPTION

Code: DEF 5886
Title: Theoretical and methodological bases of Leisure
Course hours: 4 hours/week - 72 hours/semester
Prerequisite(s): None

1 BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

Leisure, work and education in society and in school. Theoretical and methodological 
aspects  of  Leisure  for  Physical  Education  in  school  and  other  settings.  Socialization  of 
individuals for Leisure. Planning and pedagogical practice under educational orientation and 
supervision, including observation or teaching experiences.

2 GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVE:

The main purpose of this course is to offer theoretical and practical systematization 
during  professional  preparation  in  Physical  Education  regarding  to  comprehension  and 
assimilation  of  relationships  and  contradictions  between  Leisure  and  School  Physical 
Education.

3 SPECIFIC COURSE OBJECTIVES:

3.1 To analyze the main concepts on Leisure in academic production;
3.2 To point  out  perspectives  for  Leisure  practices  from the  apprehension  of  constituent 

elements of its definition (for ex. productivity and non-productivity for what and for who);
3.3 To analyze Leisure in  some practices considering the basic  social  context  that  gives 

sense to it (school and other environments);
3.4 To elaborate the relationship between work and Leisure centering in the historical context 

that engenders and evidencing its contradictions;
3.5 To elucidate some methodological principles of individual's socialization for the Leisure 

practices;
3.6 To discuss Leisure through the elaboration of research work.

4 COURSE CONTENTS:

4.1 Several elaborations on Leisure and work in academic production
4.1.1 A relationship between work and Leisure as result of existent social relationships;
4.1.2 Leisure, its concepts and historical context that gives sense to it;
4.1.3 Leisure in the field of Physical Education;
4.1.4 The  preparation  of  teachers  in  Physical  Education  in  Leisure  perspective  and  the 

socialization possibility.

4.2 Elements for defining Leisure
4.2.1 Leisure  practices  in  society,  analyzing  their  sense  with  focus  on  elements  of  its 

definition (productivity, non-productivity and other);
4.2.2 The emotional load demanded in Leisure practices (happiness and pleasure);
4.2.3 The contradiction of  social  fragmentation in  the field of  Leisure and the search for 

human being's unification.

4.3 Theoretical and methodological principles and Leisure practices
4.3.1 Aspects  of  the  Educational  theories  and the relationship  with  the Leisure  activities 

teaching;
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4.3.2 Leisure and the issue on public spaces, equipment, policies, ideology;
4.3.3 Didactical and pedagogical strategies for Leisure practices and their planning.

4.4 Research and the discussion of Leisure studies
4.4.1 The appropriate themes in Leisure researches and the issue on social relevance;
4.4.2 The need for research on the reality of Brazilian Leisure and Physical Education;
4.4.3 Leisure research in a multidisciplinary perspective.
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